Global Identification of Human Transcribed Sequences with Genome Tiling Arrays
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Elucidating the transcribed regions of the genome
constitutes a fundamental aspect of human biology, yet
this remains an outstanding problem. To comprehensively
identify coding sequences, we constructed a series of highdensity oligonucleotide tiling arrays representing sense
and antisense strands of the entire nonrepetitive sequence
of the human genome. Transcribed sequences were
located across the genome via hybridization to
complementary DNA samples, reverse-transcribed from
polyadenylated RNA obtained from human liver tissue. In
addition to identifying many known and predicted genes,
we found 10,595 novel transcribed sequences not detected
by other methods. A large fraction of these are located in
intergenic regions distal from previously annotated genes
and exhibit significant homology to other mammalian
proteins.
The prevailing gene structures encountered in many
organisms consist primarily of coding sequences with few
and short intervening regions, and thus their characterization
is largely straightforward. In contrast, mammalian genes
often contain many short exons interspersed with very large
introns, making the identification of coding sequences
difficult; a comprehensive and accurate map of human coding
sequences therefore does not exist. Functional assays are
expected to be essential for the identification of coding
segments and verification of predicted genes.
In principle, genome tiling microarrays offer the
opportunity to comprehensively investigate the RNA coding
regions of any species using an unbiased approach. Recently,
various microarray technologies have been applied to assess
genome-wide transcription in bacterial and plant genomes
(1—3) as well as transcription over human chromosomes 21
and 22 (4, 5). Each of these methods identified many
previously unannotated features, noting a high degree of
novel transcription beyond that expected by existing gene
annotation data. These studies clearly demonstrated the merit

of the microarray approach to the problem of large-scale
transcript mapping; however, until now the large size of
mammalian genomes has precluded the construction of a
genome-wide high-resolution tiling array.
Using maskless photolithographic DNA synthesis
technology (6, 7), we constructed 134 high-density
oligonucleotide microarrays to represent approximately 1.5
Gb of nonrepetitive genomic DNA from each strand of the
human genome (8, 9). A total of 51,874,388 36mer
oligonucleotide probes, positioned every 46 nt on average,
were selected to interrogate sense and antisense strands of the
genome and synthesized at a feature density of approximately
390,000 probes per array [Fig. S1 (10)]. To measure
transcriptional activity the arrays were hybridized to
fluorescence-labeled cDNA reverse-transcribed from tripleselected poly (A)+ liver tissue RNA pooled from several
individuals (10).
We first performed a pilot study to test the reproducibility
of the platform. Multiple arrays were probed with cDNA
samples derived from identical and independent labeling
reactions, producing technical replicates having r2
correlations between 0.90 and 0.95 (data not shown)
indicating that the experiments are highly reproducible. To
further reduce the effect of potential variation across
individual cDNA samples, pooled reverse transcription
products of 20 separate labeling reactions were used to probe
the genome tiling arrays.
To correlate fluorescence intensity values with meaningful
chromosomal features, we aligned the oligonucleotide probe
coordinates with current gene annotation data, using the
RefSeq (11) and Ensembl (12, 13) databases. Alignment of
the fluorescence intensities to the chromosomal coordinates
of many known genes shows strong agreement between
hybridization signals and annotated exons (Fig. 1A). To
systematically determine the number of annotated genes
detected with our approach, we devised a simple statistical
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method for scoring the observed transcriptional activity of
annotated genes (14). This measurement essentially compares
the fluorescence intensity of each probe within a gene against
the median probe intensity across the entire microarray to
determine whether they are significantly different. We scored
16,997 annotated genes from RefSeq, 35,823 genes from
Ensembl and 42,645 genes predicted by Genscan (15). Using
our criteria transcription was detected from 64% (10,895),
57% (20,509), and 35% (14,884) of genes in each data set,
respectively (Fig. 1B). These results agree with the
expectation that fewer genes should be experimentally
detected from annotation data sets that include putative genes
predicted by homology or ab initio methods, as opposed to a
curated collection of characterized genes. Nonetheless, our
results provide the first genome-wide experimental
confirmation that many of the predicted genes are transcribed,
suggesting that they are functional. A subset of 9,844 RefSeq
genes whose corresponding UniGene (16) annotations
indicate transcription in liver tissue was also examined; 70%
(6,907) of these were detected using our approach (Table
1A).
In addition to detecting known and predicted genes, a
primary goal of this study was to identify novel transcribed
regions. Transcribed regions outside of previously annotated
exons are expected to correspond primarily to 1) unannotated
exons from alternatively spliced messages, 2) underrepresented 3' and 5' untranslated regions, 3) non-protein
coding RNA transcripts, and 4) novel transcripts coding for
functional proteins. We considered aggregate transcription
units consisting of at least 5 consecutive probes exhibiting
fluorescence intensities in the top 90th intensity percentile,
and whose genomic coordinates lay within a 250 nt window
(Fig. 2A). These were compiled from throughout the genome
and their locations compared relative to annotated gene
components (Fig. 2B). A total of 13,889 transcription units,
ranging in size from 209 to 3,438 nt, were identified in the
genome by these criteria; approximately 400 are expected
under the null hypothesis of zero transcription. One-third
(4,931) correspond to previously annotated exons; the
remaining 8,958 are new transcribed sequences that we refer
to as transcriptionally active regions, or TARs (5).
Interestingly, 1,566 TARs were located within previously
annotated introns on the same strand, raising the possibility
that they correspond to overlooked exons. However, an equal
number of TARs (1,529) lie on the antisense strand of introns,
indicating that many of the intronic TARs likely represent
novel transcription units. Over half of all TARs were found to
be distal to annotated genes (greater than 10 Kb from any
gene), indicating the presence of an additional 5,784
transcribed elements that are apparently unrelated to known
genes.

We also used an independent set of criteria to identify
TARs in which probe hybridization intensities were
correlated with the presence of a polyadenylation signal 3' of
the active region. Here we considered transcription units of
(exactly) 5 consecutive probes with fluorescence intensities in
the top 80th intensity percentile appearing in windows of 250
nt, where the 3’ region contains or lies near a polyadenylation
signal (17). Instances of 'AATAAA' sequences were
designated type I, and 'ATTAAA' type II. An additional 3,628
TARs were identified using this method; approximately 100
such instances are expected to occur at random in the
genome. Most (1,991) lie within annotated exons, while 952
are located more than 10 Kb from any annotated gene. Of the
1,371 type I and 674 type II poly (A) sequences identified
within exons of known genes, 94% (1,289) of type I and 90%
(607) of type II instances occur in the 3' exon of the gene in
question, a strong indication of the effectiveness of this
approach. The fraction of poly (A) TARs disctinct from
annotated exons (1,637), combined with the 8,948 novel
TARs identified above, yields a total of 10,585 new
transcribed sequences throughout the genome.
To validate the transcription of identified TARs with an
independent method, we performed reverse-transcriptase
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) assays using human
liver poly (A)+ RNA, targeting 48 poly (A)-associated and 48
non-poly (A)-associated TARs (10). Reactions were carried
out in the presence and absence of reverse transcriptase; the
latter served as a negative control. Of the 96 reactions, 90
(94%) amplified PCR products of the expected size in a
single-pass assay with no detectable signal observed in the
negative control (Fig. 2C). As a further validation we
compared the novel TARs against data derived from the
second phase of the Kapranov et.al transcript mapping
experiment on chromosomes 21 and 22 (4), finding that 41%
of TARs match the transcribed fragments, or “transfrags,”
identified in their study. Due to the highly stringent selection
of TARs in the present study, many low-abundance
transcripts are not identified by these criteria and we expect to
have an appreciable false negative rate.
We next compared the novel TARs with other mammalian
DNA sequences to assess their potential for coding functional
elements. BLAST (18) comparisons revealed that many
TARs are homologous to sequences in the mouse genome. Of
the 8,958 novel TARs, 24% (2,185) produced BLAST
alignments with e-values less than 10-5, with most of these
(1,486) having e-values less than 10-20. This compares to 39%
(5,419) of the initial set of 13,889 TARs (i.e. novel TARs and
those corresponding to exons of known genes) that produced
BLAST scores with e-values less than 10-5; 3,761 of these had
e-values less than 10-20. Similarly, 32% (532) of the 1,637
novel poly (A)-associated TARs yielded BLAST alignments
with e-values less than 10-5, with 342 less than 10-20 (Fig. 3).
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Of the initial set of 5,419 TARs and 1,515 poly (A)associated TARs found to be homologous to sequences in the
mouse genome, 27% (1,488) and 21% (321) from each
category are located greater than 10 Kb from any previously
annotated gene.
In addition to assessing the degree of genome
conservation, we compared mouse proteins with TAR
sequences that were translated in all possible reading frames
(Table 1B). A total of 16% (1,427) and 12% (1,091) of novel
TARs produced BLAST matches less than 10-5 and 10-20,
respectively, compared with 31% (4,329) and 24% (3,311) of
the total number of TARs with matches below these e-values.
Higher percentages of poly (A)-associated TARs were found
to be homologous to mouse proteins: 23% (369) of the novel
subset and 36% (1,307) of the total set of poly (A) TARs
matched protein sequences with e-values less than 10-5, with
19% (305) and 27% (995) in each category having e-values
less than 10-20. Thus, although many TARs are expected to
encode proteins, novel TARs generally exhibit a lesser degree
of sequence conservation than those intersecting known
genes. This is particularly true for poly (A)-associated TARs
due to the higher degree of conservation of protein coding
sequences relative to 3’ untranslated regions.
To estimate the number of TARs potentially arising from
the cross-hybridization of mRNA transcripts to sequences
elsewhere in the genome, we compared 9,408 novel TARs
that additionally do not lie antisense to annotated exons to the
library of human cDNA sequences in the Ensembl database,
finding only 11% (1,034) with at least 95% identity over a
stretch of 150 nt. Interestingly, of the remaining 8,374 nonhomologous novel TARs, 347 were found to intersect the
genomic coordinates of processed pseudogenes (19, 20),
providing evidence for possible pseudogenic transcription.
Finally, we examined the distribution of TARs relative to
the locations of known genes and CpG islands. A density plot
comparing TARs and RefSeq-annotated exons along
chromosome 3 is illustrated in Figure 4A, revealing that
TARs are located in the same regions as known genes. The
density of TARs is correlated with the distribution of RefSeqannotated genes along each chromosome (Pearson correlation
coefficient r2 = 0.35, P-value < 0.002). Comparing distances
to the nearest upstream CpG island indicates that the relative
locations of novel TARs distal to annotated genes are similar
to those of RefSeq exons, while the distal poly (A)-associated
TARs are located farther away, which is expected since the
majority of these should correspond to the 3’ ends of genes
(Fig. 4B). The distances of all distal TARs to CpG islands
were found to be significantly less than those of randomly
selected locations (P-value < 0.0001).
These studies demonstrate that it is possible to use highresolution oligonucleotide microarrays for the comprehensive
analysis of the human genome. Since many transcribed

sequences are located in distinct intergenic regions distant
from known genes, their precise mapping can only be
accomplished using genomic tiling arrays where nearly all of
the nonrepetitive DNA is available for hybridization to RNA
transcripts. Several BAC clone-based genomic tiling arrays
have been developed for comparative genomic hybridization
(CGH) studies in humans (21, 22); however, the identification
of short transcription units requires interrogating the genome
sequence at a resolution of tens of base pairs, a measurement
that is not possible to obtain with BAC technology.
In summary, we identified thousands of new transcribed
regions and confirmed the transcription of predicted genes on
a global scale. Our results provide a draft expression map for
the entire genome, revealing a much more extensive and
diverse set of expressed sequences than was previously
annotated. Conservation between many of the novel
transcribed sequences and well-characterized mouse proteins
provides strong evidence that a large number of them are
likely to encode functional transcripts. Many conserved
transcribed sequences are located in regions distal to known
genes, and a notable fraction of these are of sufficient length
to encode proteins of 300 or more amino acids. The reminder
may encode small proteins, untranslated exons or RNAs
whose functions have yet to be elucidated (23, 24). These
latter RNAs may serve alternate regulatory or structural roles
and await detailed characterization.
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Table 1. (A) Distribution of TARs relative to published gene annotation. Many TARs (40%) correspond to known exons;
however, a significant fraction (38%) are located greater than 10 Kb from any previously annotated gene. (B) BLAST results
comparing TARs to mammalian protein sequences and to the mouse genome. A total of 6,934 (40%) of all TARs are homologs
to the mouse genome (e-value ≤ 10-5), with 5,656 (32%) homologous to protein sequences (25-30% of TARs belong to both
categories), providing evidence for possible functional roles in humans.

A
Total
TARs
Poly(A)associated TARs
Type I (AATAAA)
Type II (ATTAAA)

13,889

Exons
4,931

Introns
1,566

3,628
2,393
1,325

1,991
1,371
674

229
137
101

BLAST: Mouse Genome
1e-5
5,419

1e-10
4,747

1e-20
3,761

1,515
1,044
517

1,247
862
423

936
637
328

<1 Kb
398

1-10 Kb
1,210

>10 Kb
5,784

153
105
51

303
187
123

952
593
376

BLAST: Mammalian Proteins
1e-5
1e-10
4,349
4,008

1e-20
3,311

B

TARs
Poly(A)associated TARs
Type I (AATAAA)
–Type II (ATTAAA)

1,307
905
436

1,198
830
401
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995
685
340

Fig. 1. (A) Annotated genes aligned with microarray
fluorescence intensities. Comparison of the gene structures
with intensity data shows strong agreement with expected
exon-intron boundaries. The upper two examples illustrate
uniform representation across the entire gene, while the lower
two examples show a slight 3’ bias inherent in reversetranscription labeling of mRNA. Grey segments at the top of
each graph indicate the position of oligonucleotide probes
tiled across nonrepetitive regions of the chromosome. (B)
Proportion of genes detected from each of four annotation
sources. The percentages of genes detected from each data set
increase as the annotation shifts from solely ab initio
predictions (Genscan) to fully characterized genes (RefSeq).

intermediate distances since they correspond primarily to 3’
exons.

Fig. 2. (A) Example TAR: a series of consecutive probes in
the genome whose fluorescence intensities rank above the
90th percentile over all probes on the array (indicated with a
dashed line). (B) Distribution of TARs relative to annotated
genes. Occupancy within gene components and proximity to
known genes is depicted for all TARs (upper charts) and for
novel TARs that lie outside annotated exons (lower charts).
Most of the novel TARs are located more than 10 Kb from
any previously annotated gene, suggesting that these
correspond to distinct transcribed sequences. (C) RT-PCR
validation of TAR sequences. A group of variable-length
TARs between 400 and 650 bp is shown (left) opposite a
group of approximately equal-length poly (A)-associated
TARs (right). PCR products are loaded adjacent to their
corresponding negative control samples.
Fig. 3. Conservation between TARs and other mammalian
sequences. 41% of TARs and 50% of poly (A)-associated
TARs were found to be homologous, as were 29% and 39%
of novel TARs from each category. A large number of TARs
show significant similarity to known proteins (BLAST evalues ≤ 10-5), suggesting that many of these may be
functional elements. A subset of these exhibited sequence
similarity to regions of the mouse genome when restricted to
similar e-values (plain blue sections).
Fig. 4. (A) Density plot of RefSeq-annotated exons across
human chromosome 3 compared with the density of novel
transcriptionally active regions (TARs). The distribution of
novel TARs is similar to that of annotated exons, indicating
that they are co-located with genes on a global scale. Units on
the abscissa are given in 1 Mb intervals. (B) Average
distances to the nearest upstream CpG island for all RefSeq
exons, novel TARs, novel poly (A)-associated TARs and
1,000 randomly selected locations in the genome. Novel
TARs are distributed similarly to RefSeq exons, while the
random locations are the most distant from CpG islands. As
expected, the novel poly (A)-associated TARs are located at
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